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 Facts are stubborn things, but statistics are more 
pliable. 

  – Mark Twain 

 Statistics are used like a drunk uses a light pole: for 
support rather than illumination. 

  – Thomas Edison 

 Statistics are like a bikini: what they hide is more 
important than what they reveal. 

  – Hugh Hefner 

 It is the mark of a truly intelligent person to be 
moved by statistics. 

  – George Bernard Shaw 



Drought Tolerance 



Why we conduct experiments 
 

The objective is to determine if there are real 
differences among responses to treatments, 

and . . . 

to estimate the magnitude of those differences 
if they exist 

and . . . 

to understand if the outcome is repeatable. 



Variability!!! 



 

FACT: 

As agricultural researchers, we work in 
some of the most variable experimental 
conditions in science. 



Statistical inference of differences among 
treatments involves assigning some measure 
of probability to the inference. 

How likely is it that the result 
we see would happen again? 

 (given we work in such variable conditions) 



 REPLICATION: assures us the means of 
computing experimental error, an estimate of 
background variability 

 RANDOMIZATION: assures us a valid, 
unbiased measure of experimental error 

 EXPERIMENTAL ERROR: measures the variation 
that exists among observations of 
experimental units treated alike. 

It is the bar against which we gauge the 
magnitude of differences due to treatment! 

 
 
 



 The more natural variability in experimental 
units, the more replicates needed 

 The smaller the magnitude of difference we 
want to detect, the more replicates needed 

 Want sufficient “power” to detect an effect of 
biologically or economically meaningful size 



 Many ag. trials have 3-4 replicates (regardless 
of objectives or levels of variation expected) 

 In many 3-rep trials, the level of plot-to-plot 
variation is such that two treatments, which in 
reality are identical in their performance, may 
appear to be quite different or vice versa  

 Treatment comparisons based on 3 reps may 
not be sensitive to differences considered 
commercially important  

What does 
that mean? 



What size difference do we want to detect? 

 If the true effect of Product A is to provide 
20% more control than Product B 

(e.g. 90% vs. 70%) 

 What about 90% control vs. 80% control? 

 What about even smaller differences? 

 



 90% control vs 70% control
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90% control vs 80% control  
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 In order to stand a good chance of meeting 
objectives, there is often a need to increase 
replication 

 There are two ways of doing this 

 Directly 

 Indirectly, via factorial treatment structures 



Proposed Trial Objective: 

 Compare the performance of a new 
formulation with the current formulation at 
typical commercial use rates 

No. Reps per 
Treatment 

No. of Rates per 
Formulation 

No. of Reps on Which Formulation 
Comparison is Based 

4 1 4 

4 2 8 

4 3 12 



90% control vs. 80% control 
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e.g., 2 rates 

x 4 reps 



90% control vs. 70% control 
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90% control vs. 80% control 
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e.g., 3 rates 

x 3 reps 



95% control vs 90% control 
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Variability!!! 



 It’s like insurance against unforeseen events. 

 Adjacent experimental units will be more 
alike than those farther apart. 

 Therefore, response estimates based on 
adjacent units may underestimate variability, 
and those far apart may overestimate. 

One “purchases” insurance, not in the hope 
of using it, but in case it is needed. 



 Consider “double-blind” principle used in 
clinical trials where the patient does not know 
the treatment, but neither does the observer 

 In ag. trials, exp. units are already “blind”, but 
observer must insure against bias 

 Randomize first rep? 

◦ Treatment lists are often arranged in a systematic 
way 

◦ Field tours are generally not a good reason to bias 
an experiment! 

Randomize, then evaluate “blindly”. 



 The variation that exists among observations 
on experimental units treated alike 

 Account for and remove known variation 
whenever possible 

 Take steps to allow quantification of 
unknown variation 

 



If Background 
Noise > Treatment 

Difference 

Then  fail to detect a true difference 
 or 
 draw an incorrect conclusion 



SIGNAL 

NOISE 

 If the signal is small and/or the noise is 
naturally large or inflated with induced error, 
the resulting ratio is smaller 

 This is the ratio of interest in many statistical 
methods & tests 

 An F-test is a weighted ratio of signal (trt. 
difference) to noise (exp. error) 



A good experiment is one that reduces known 
experimental error and facilitates identification 
of remaining experimental error. 

Reduce Exp. Error 

• uniform exp. units 

• size/shape of exp. units 

• border rows 

• precise trt. application 

• independence of trts 

• unbiased sampling 

• accurate measurements 

Identify Exp. Error 

• appropriate design 

• adequate replication 

• randomization 

• proper blocking 

• valid analysis 



 Ecological conditions 
– Environmental factors: slope, fertility, or moisture gradients; 

border effects, degree/source of infestation 

– Competitive behavior between species 

 Mechanisms of pest population evolution 
– Wind/water transport 

– Previous or neighboring crops / wind rows 

– Population dynamics 

 Distribution of damage factors 
– Pattern random or contagious 

– Part of the plant affected (upper or underside of leaf) 

 Interventions during the experiment 
– Direction of fieldwork (planting, maintenance) 

– Application of treatments, assessments, harvest operations 

 







Cost of our experimental units 

 Land, seed/plants, maintenance, 
equipment 

 Time: generally one shot/year 

It is a maxim universally agreed upon in 
agriculture, that nothing must be done too late; 
and again, that everything must be done . . . 

   Pliny the Elder 



Yield is king 

 

Quality is queen 



 The primary focus is no longer on in-season 
pest or crop response observations 

 So many things out of our control and 
unrelated to treatment may affect yield 

 Yield is expensive to measure accurately 
◦ Equipment, time 

◦ Starts at field selection, prep & planting 



 Differences we can expect or that are 
considered important may be small 
◦ Recall the power graphs 

◦ Is it even possible? 

 The “signal” is smaller, so we need to 
keep the “noise” smaller than ever 



 Many factors to test 

 The nature of interactions may be of 
more interest than main effects 

 Environmental variables are a necessity 

 G*E*CP  



 CRD, RCBD 

 Factorial, Split-plot, Strip-block 

 Paired Plot 

 Split-block 

 Incomplete Factorial, Augmented 
Designs, Lattices, Omission Plot 

 Multi-location, Multi-year 



 In general, the more random, the 
better 

 Exceptions: 

◦ Maintaining independence of treatments 

◦ Factors difficult, expensive or impossible to 
change 

◦ A factor interaction is the primary objective 



 CRD vs RCBD: to block or not to block? 

 What are we blocking against? 

 To control a known source of variability 

 If source of variability is not well-
blocked or blocks are in wrong 
direction, it is a cost in the signal-to-
noise ratio 

 Shape of blocks may be important 



 Factorials (complete) 

 CRD, RCBD, Split-plot, Strip-block, 
Latin/Latin-Greco Squares 

 Each departure from randomness is a cost 
◦ “Robs” degrees of freedom from the actual 

treatment effects 

◦ Is a cost in precision for main effect comparisons 

◦ Unless examining the nature of an interaction is 
the key objective 

 



 Paired Plot 

 The idea is to better control micro-
variation (within block) 

 May help in some trials, e.g. nematode 
work 

 In post-hoc analyses we have conducted, 
additional replication is equal or better 
use of additional experimental units 



 Split Block 

 When a factor is impossible to change 
within blocks without risking 
independence of treatments 

◦ Irrigation, planting/harvest date, tillage 

 Really two adjacent trials, one on each 
main effect, with blocks nested in main 
effect and sub-factors within blocks 



 The more complex the trial design, the 
more complex the analysis model 

 Must assure proper allocation of error, 
else we are misrepresenting the true 
signal-to-noise ratios 

 The “right” model is not always clear 

e.g. split-split-plot nested in split-block at 
multiple sites 



 PLAN!  PLAN!  PLAN! 

 Objectives first 
- specific 
- not too many 
- write ‘em out 

 Think of it in terms of H0 & H1 
- H0 = null hypothesis 
- H1 = alternative hypothesis 

 “real hypothesis 
of interest” 



 Checks/controls – How many, what kind? 

 Standards? 

 Data as % of check, % of standard? 

 Report/analyze as Δ or % to standardize 
across locations 

 Careful with index scales 

 



 MAKE IT APPLIED! 
◦ careful reporting “naked” p-values 

◦ a statistically significant difference or interaction 
may or may not be biologically or economically 
important 

 Failure to detect a significant difference 
does not mean response is equal 

 The presence or magnitude of variability 
may be as important as treatment means 
◦ consistency, repeatability 



 Graph your data – Look at it! 

 Report and display variability 
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